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Introduction

9

, The world political map, of today clearly reveals the dominance d the
41 .

. ..,
,

s\state as the prime unit of polity. States' comprise over 160 out of the 222 or o.,

political entities that-exist. The emergence of the state to its prcleminent role

,is a consequence of the evolution and ch\oge in political systems since approxi-
-

mately 150Q. As the,stat pattern has developed, the.baSic requirementS'of being
. ,

4. - :
a state halise,:fo6Ased on 'eight attribUtes. ThIse are, territory, population,

.
...

, .. - t 4 ' A . .

, A. .

government, kconoic sys tem, circulation syst em, civil sub divisi ons, sov e r-
... . . , ..

.. . . I . . . /

j .-

,,

7 . ,eiAgnty;, and recognition, ... .
J..

, .r,

O

it

4
.

.,... L.
6 . A . s'

$
o

.,, .

Political geographers have most typicacoricentrated five of these basic
4 . . . 1 . .

0

rettirements, leaOing government (or political .sys.tem) , sovereignty, and e

.

.
. . ..

, ,recognition to political science.' Within the discipline, studies of state attributes
. .

have crystallized into four different approaches: The morphological, the historical
X

(genetic), thepow,er analysis, and the functional, in approximate order of,

chronological development.2 Describing such characteristics as the size and

9 . .

_ 'shape of political territ6ri;es, their internal features -*their physical and ,,

) ,,-)). .

cultural makeup, for example - constitutes the kernel of the morphological
, .

;
approach. Studies a this type,focus on ideographic and \static elements of a

!.,.
'4,,,, '-.. :- . .. ..

state, and although suth measurements help to define the broad geographic charac-
'a

..?... .. A..
teristics of the territorial' unit, they'donot liecidate how political processes

function in space or what holds the territory together as a cohesive unit.
Ro.....-
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Of the our approaches above, the function'al one comes closer to

accomplishing this goal. As 'formulated, the functional aPproaclvargued that

the political ,region was ,the result of a complex interaction between a set of ideas,

political institutions (government), and territory (enVironmental forces).3

From the geographer's.---perspective,,Itspace.(territory) is a basic factor under-

lying and influencing the operation of the political. s5te Paddison-
.

V.

-indicate foiir basic- reason for this influetice4., thc one relgvant to this faj2er is.9. .

that, governments use territbry.a8 A basis for defining the f2oundaries' of polity...

This suggests that; in grosseAt form, ,spatial sfruclures,limA.goveinin'ent
4

functioning..

It is the relationship between structui.e and function that I.wish to investi-

gate-in this paper. The analysis of spatial structures has been a continuing theme

in political geography and, as Soja has indicated;. these are, linlied in a political

system.5 Gould,. in investigating how particular processes in". 'Tanzania structured

the state's space, found some processes were space-dependent, som e space-

forming, and some space-transforming.6 In other words, h9likproces

can beshaped by spatial structures and in

The interaction between structure and function is continuous .structures .

4 4. de

turn, proces.sescan create.
0

a

ses function

spatial

r-

*Using elements of the morphOlogical and ftinctional approaches, I plan
...

to examine.states in terms of two disctinCt politico-geographic regions. The
. . , e .1

,
first is the legal one, expressed as the formal reaiotly the state; the second is

.

the functional region, defined as that part of,,,the legal region where government
At -

s
, l't a

functions in some expresSible manner. The lack of congruence of these two

regions is greatest in Third WorId states and examples Will be u sed to illustrate

the variety which exists;.
,
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Fundamental Elements and Structure of States: Past Views

e . .,

Studies of the elements- sal territOry and spatial structure' of states have
.

occupied an important place in political geography. RatzefWhittlesey8, and

Tull and*Pounqs 9 see the political unit built around three spatial elements: a

boundary? ,a capital, and a core. The latter is thc_primary structural element

of the state territory and Pounds later discusses the world pattern Of state
4 4

cores without significant' reference to that portion'of A state's territory

outside the score. lb

Whebell develops a model of political territory slightlymore elaborate

than the previous studies (Figure 1)

elements: boundary, capital, core,

.11 He believes state territory has five

ecpmene, and frontiers of two types

,
contact and 'separation. In morphological terms, the state has three regions.

The core is defined in a traditional way and refers, to 'the heart pf the state'.

The ecumene .iefers stosthe inhabited portion of state territory and inForporates

the core. The frontier is that part of state territory which is uninhabited or

more closely attached to neighboring states, especially in terms Of corrtigilOus

settlement. olassner and deBlij, in discussing the morphological el6ments

of states,. use core and ecumebe in a similar w-ay. 12

:
. Madden,' using population criteria, distinguishes three areas in his ,

- :-

model of state territory. (Figure 4193. His power core is, that pert off the state

with the,highest concentration of three_ factors: population, feSourees;ana-tecIC-
, ,

a-
anology It equates to the core of above. The power tributa`ryt urrounds thee.. ,

.

power core:and his three factors occur in lesser amounts than in the Pbwer..
4 .

fl
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cor6 although not necessariry in a poorer balance. The power void occurs on-
the peril)her.S, of the power 4-ibutary..and is a region lacking one or- more factors

of population, t esources,or technology,. Madden's latter two -rbgions are roughly
.

analagous to ecumene and frontier.

Zaidi, in his study of West Pakistan, structures the state territory into

e.

a spatial hierarchy of five regions at the second level, based upon functional

.efftctiveness of the state. 14- He employs, the term "effective' state area" and

.

consciously uses functional criteria of an -economic and transport character to

establish his regions. His regional structure has two levels.° At the highest

level is the ecumene and the extra-ecumenical area (Ftere 3)4' The ecumene

is defined as 'fliftt part oLthe total state-area which is coherently welded together-
"oc

by transportation lines and provides economic support to most of its inhabitants."15

The remaining portion of the state is the extra-ecumenical area. Additionally,

he divides the ecumene into four sub-areas - care, sub-core, intensely'effective

area, and minimally effective area - with the gradations in the ecumene distin-

S. ,, -, ,

guished on the .basis of population density and distance from transport lines. Of

all the studies reviewed here, Zaddits most closely combines the functional and

morphological approaches. Yep, his seems cuinbersomein the development of

regions (What is an intensely effective area,?) and,neglects the; extra-ecumenical,

area, in his discussion.. I will pr6pose a model of state territory which retains

5
his idea of functional distinction, simplifies the regions, anclputs equal emphasis

on the non-effective a,rea

<.
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Figure .3
Zaidi
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. A Re-Formulation

There exists two political maps of the world because continuous patterns

4of'state sovereignty ove lie relgively discotAinuous patterns of effective

governmental control and effective human occupancy. The first map is the map

"of states; the second map does.n't exist although it is far more important and

much more descriptive of the governed surface of the earth than the 'first one:

It would show that large areas of the political map are ungoverned and thus as

Potholm states ". . political systems are not always coterminous with existing

states. 16

Though sovereignty is inditrisible, within each state are areas,which vary

in the degree to which, they are integrated into the functioning of the state system.

y: A prime objective of any government is the establishment of effective control

over the entire, legal territory of its state. As Whittlesey has shown, effective

central authority is a force for uniformity.13 The establishment of such control

is a gradual process especially in states that were simply created as opposed

to evolving over a period of time in response to Ideally generated political forces.

4 (
Territorial effectiveness concerns the relationship between a particular,

o

, 4 political area and a functioning state system and because t are not coterminous,

total state territory is.therefore likely to include area of varying effectiveness

of control by the central authority. James used the phra "effective national

territory" to describe that portion under control by the central authority. 18 As

Muir indicates, this is a Aluable but underdeveloped conCept.19 It is a; term

that seems particularly descriptive 'to me, 4ndicative of that portion of the formal

region of the state which functions,as a cohesive spatial unit.

1
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A re-formulation of a model of political territory, using James's

concept, effectiqr national territory,*is shown in Figure 4. It has a boundary

. ,

Meorporating the state's legally defined political territory, the area of

sovereignty over whiQh the central authority theoretically has dominion and

represents to the remainder of the international. community. As indicated

earlier, and as Muir and Paddison state, " . . in the modern state... .

the notions of territory Andssovereignty are inextricably linked. 1120

This formal regiOn of the state can be, subdivided into two other units.

The first is that portion of state ,territory where the central authority has control
\

and can exercise coercive power. 'Preferably, the control should be more

than nominal; it should function in some effective way And the power should
"\

not just be limited to simpleoO,cupation by Military forces: It shouldt
. eyident in the normal, civil operations of government in serving the n-eds of

the citizens of the state. This functional region is called the effective'national

territory, after 3ames,21 or ENT. i `thin this regional unit would be the capital.

\The areal difference between a ,tate's political svace'in formal 'and

functional terms is the non-effective national territory or N-ENT. It is that'

portion outside the normal-reach of the state's central authority. .Its existence

and spatial eNtent may vary in time in one state because of the dynamic charac-

ter of the political process and the relative strengths of succeeding central

authorities. Similarly, itmay vary from state to state at any one time., It is,

however, found in many states of the world in one degree Or another.

Whebell used the ferny, frontier, to describe this area.22 I prefer

4

10
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Figure 4
Walter
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N-ENTifor two reasons. One, frontier has traditionally beep used to

describe unclaimed political p-ba, outside the bounds_of known political units.
23

.
Clearly, this region is not so characterized. At best, it' may be a modern,,

I -1]ow -order version of the frontier in the sense that the central authority seeks

to incorporate the N-ENT into the ENT.
24 Second, frontier does not proyide

sufficient contrast to the functional 4-egion.and does

(of rather lack of it) as part of its definition.

/4

not have the process 'element

.
Prior writers have concentrated on the functional region of the state

,

(ENT). and virtually i nOrecf the N-ENT.' Yet, I would maintain it is of equal im-
.

portance
>to thl state in spatial terms because its presence establihes a two-

'
region spatiar Iructure.,in political area. 'his structure has impact on the

. .
political procosses4of. the state because. in functioning (effectively), the central.

. .
-0

,authority, will attempt to eliminate this elemera, if it is to fulfill its prime.. ..
"-\,,, ,

:

objectivd.' The extent.to which it cap atcorlish this change will alter the
0

a. vr, . --. . ,
. .

spatial structu'rer, 'tying process (function) and structure into an interdependent?
..

S
-

relationship. The interaction between structure and function continues.

gelected Examples of State N-ENT
4 i .

4 Although all states may'haV6 a portion of their, territory as N-ENT on a
. .

short-time basis or on specific issues, it is best d aeveloped.as persistent

element of state morphology among Third World states.' <The defining

characteristics of N

not limited to those.

.0 t I-

-ENT are in part related to those that clef* 'ENT; b

Two traditional criteria used to define the core or.
S

12

4

t
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ecilmen (ENT) are population, distribution /density and tfansportation/conimun-

ication link .' 5 Logically then, if the presence of these criteria can amarcate

pne region,. their absence can indicate the N-ENT. 'A number of states in
..

Africdhave large stretches of their national area without any permanent pop-

ulation. Examples would be eastern Mauretania, northern Mali, northern

Niger, .andporthern Chad. Additionally, some, states have portions .of their

area
,outsidethe communication ne*ork of the country. even though the area

may have population. Examples Juld be southern Sudan, northeastern*Zaire,

southern Ethiopia in Africa; southyestern Belize in CentralAmerica; and eastern

Peru or northeastern Bolivia in South America.
>.

These criteria ilLone, however, do not indicate the full\ range acid larietY

of types of N-ENT filich can exist., Again, Africa and 'South America provide
0,

examples. There is the case where a section of one state is outside the,centra

authority's control because of a neighboringst'ate's claim and occupation. This

has occurred in Chad when Libya claimed a strip along the northern border.

Another example of N-ENT would be where dissident groups are located.- The

UNITA area of Angola is an example of this as well as the Luba movement in a
:

portion of southern Zaire. In the case of Zaire, the state has two areas of

N-ENT, each defined with different criteria. Moi.occo, in extending its legal"

territory to incorporate the -former Spanish Sahara, presents a variant on the

dissident group example. Much of the newly annexed area is N-ENT and held

only by military occupation. Finally, in South America, Columbia, Ecuador,

Peru, Bolivia, and Brazil haVe large areas of N-ENT.. Perceptually, these

I

areas are seen by the respective governments-as "resource frontiers",
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although they have not functioned that way. Odell and Preston argue they are

empty because of their resource poverty and "thus`tlley still lie largely out-

side the effective national territories 'of the countries concerned."96

..
Canada is a last example of a state with N-ENT and while providing

contrast with those above, demonstrates that the concept is not limited to

Third World states. The important criteria here is nationality/ethnicity.

Quebec has long been a difficult area for the federal g,overriment because of its
o

different national'population and despite its population density and communication

links to the rest of the state. Similarly,in the Northwest Territories are the
o)

.Dene who " . insist on the right to be regarded by ourselves and the world

14.
as a nation . . .27 The effectiveness of control by the central authority in

such area is questionable and thus the concept of N-ENT applicable.

Conclusion

James's concept of effective national territory is a useful one because it

places emphasis on the functioning capability of the government and the area it

controls. However, it needs to be expanded to include that area of he state out-

side the reach of control authority. Moreover, such expansion enables one to

establish the critical link between political systems, the functional process, and
o

Spatial structures of political spape., Only by seeing these elements asipart of
.

an interdependent, synergistic whole can w understand politics in its spatial

context and the variation it creates on the acrth's surface. Such understandings

will hopefully lead' to better solutions to he world's political problems.

1 4
.
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